ABOUT THE ARTISTS:

Anne Fehres and Luke Conroy
We are Anne Fehres (The Netherlands) and Luke Conroy (Australia), a
multidisciplinary artist duo currently based in The Netherlands. Our practice
engages with socio-cultural topics in meaningful yet playful ways, utilising
humour and irony as essential tools for critical reflection and expression. The
outcome of our work utilises our ever-evolving multimedia and audio-visual
practice which includes photography, digital-art, video, sound, VR, textile,
text and installation.
Our interest in socio-cultural topics is informed by Anne’s background in
documentary film and audio-visual design (Royal Academy of Fine Arts,
Ghent, Belgium, 2013) and Luke’s background in sociology, visual-art and
education (University of Tasmania, Australia, 2013). In our work we are
especially interested to engage with projects where broader socio-cultural
events, processes and systems at a macro level can shape and be shaped
by personal experiences at a micro level.
In order to access new and unique micro-level experiences, we frequently
work in a variety of diverse cultural and environmental contexts. Working
across ten countries to date, our practice draws inspiration by immersing
ourselves in new human and ‘other-than-humans’ communities. In these
communities we draw inspiration from research, collaboration and
observation, allowing space for mutual exchange between ourselves as
‘outsiders’ and the ‘insider’ community members.
Our previous projects have been successfully awarded a variety of grants
and funding through International organisations including: the European
Cultural Foundation, The Consulate General of the Netherlands. Goethe
Institut, Stimuleringsfonds (The Netherlands), Arts Tasmania (Australia),
Australia Council for the Arts, Stroom Den Haag (The Netherlands),
CultuurSchakel (The Netherlands), Viborg Kunsthal (Denmark), Hošek
Contemporary (Germany), Ministry of Culture of Karelia (Russia), Municipality
of Plovdiv (Bulgaria), Filmboard Karlsruhe (Germany), Artist Residencies
Enschede (The Netherlands) and Takt Berlin (Germany).

www.annefehres.com
www.luke-conroy.com

PORTFOLIO
Selected Duo Works:
Anne Fehres and Luke Conroy

News From Home - Plovdiv (2022)

Outdoor public art work, 400 x 500cm, digital print pasted to wall
News From Home is an ongoing project capturing overlooked and omitted stories from communities. The ninth edition of this project was selected by an artistic jury to
take place in Plovdiv, Bulgaria as part of the residency program Context AiR. During the residency the artists conducted field research within this community - making
observations, meeting residents and capturing photographs. During the residency period we walked over 240 km in the city area, capturing 1000s of photos of the
community. A selection of these photos was later ‘cut up’ in Photoshop and combined into a large photo-montage work.
The outcome of this research and visual imagery was the creation of a large-scale photographic composition, pasted up to cover a 5x4 metre wall in public space. The
aim of this work is to explore the subtle yet meaningful stories of Plovdiv from the past, present and imagined future, drawing inspiration from both the community and
the artists’ own interpretations. The final composition consists of hundreds of individual elements, inspired by the multi-layered identity of Plovdiv. Through this collision of
diverse layers, the work celebrates the unique urban identity of Plovdiv as a place of ancient history, socialist heritage, modern reality and future dreams.

Images: Various installation images of work installed on the BNT-Regional Television Centre
August 2022, Plovdiv, Bulgaria

Program curator: Svetlana Kuyumdzhieva
Funded By: Municipality of Plovdiv

Images:
(left) Photomontage, containing over 500 individual layers captured during the residency period.
(right) Installation view of work, August 2022, Plovdiv, Bulgaria

Tree No. 144 (2022)

Video and Participatory Performance, 4K, 12:12, surround sound
In this work an audience is led through a series of ‘yoga-esque’ movements by an ‘other-than-human’ narrator – a tree. The work is exhibited via a
video projection at a large scale, alongside a simultaneous live performance by the artists who demonstrate the movements instructed in the video.
This project was commissioned in the context of ‘Purpose Reporting’, an experimental project in which artists give new interpretations to the
quantitative impact data of various organization. In this project we were tasked with interpreting the impact data of Fun Forest – a social
organisation in The Netherlands who offer active and confidence building experiences in nature. Reading through the ‘impact data’ of the Fun
Forest, there was various statistics and written accounts aiming to capture the organisation’s core values. While all the information in the report
was valuable, the fact that it was delivered through solitary reading, sitting safely at a desk and likely indoors meant that these values were not
activated.
Our motivation for this activity, therefore, was to create an audience experience where these core values could not only be stated but felt in
a multisensory way. In this work, the audience (from the organisations part of the program) were encouraged to participate in five different
movements, each inspired by the organisation’s key values. Through a direct, playful and humourous experience of these values, this work
successfully interpreted the organisation’s social impact in innovative and surprising ways.

Images: Artists guiding in the performance under instruction from the fictional narrator of ‘the tree’ (left),
screen-shot of video projected in space (middle) and audience participating in the performance (right).
May, 2022, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

Funding:

Thrive Institute, ABN AMRO,
The Turn Club (The Netherlands)

Naked Windows (2021)

VR/360-degree video, 8K, 15:00, 5.1 soundscape
Naked Windows is an immersive 360-degree video work created in the context of a virtual residency
organised by The European Union National Institutes for Culture during the COVID-19 pandemic. The
title refers to the social phenomena of houses without curtains, a common trait of homes in Dutch cities.
Exploring this idea, in the video the audience occupies the role of a voyeur, invited by the artists to
peer ‘backstage’ into their personal interior spaces. In this role, the audience must negotiate their own
curiosity and voyeurism while exploring the boundaries between public and private, truth and fiction.
Naked Windows is a humorous reflection on the artist’s reality today and is captured in their own intimate
living spaces. The scenes are presented as modern still lifes—arrangements of daily life objects combined
with objects from the artist’s imagination.

Funding:

St. Petersburg Art Residency, The European Union
National Institutes for Culture and Consulate
General of the Netherlands,
Screenings:

- ‘The City’, online exhibition, 2021
- Museum of Nonconformist Art, Russia, 2021
- Athens Digital Arts Festival, Greece, 2021
- ANNY, New York, USA, 2021
- Future Vision Festival, Tokyo/Amsterdam, 2021

Screen-shot from one of the four scenes in the 360-video. Experiencing the video in 360-degrees, the audience is able to look about the scene at will.
LINK TO VIEW WORK: https://vimeo.com/569379641

Top Left (screen shot from 360-video), Top Right (VR head-set during screening), Bottom Left (photo from filming of work) Bottom Right (screen shot from 360-video).
LINK TO VIEW WORK: https://vimeo.com/569379641

News From Home - Barcelona, Spain (2021)

Public sound exhibition - audio postcards, video and participatory activities.
The eighth edition of News From Home was undertaken as part of ‘Sounds of Our Cities’, a European project of cultural
cooperation based upon research and the transfer of knowledge among the spheres of art, technology and social space.
The aim of this project was to activate sound art ideas in order to create a story that, from contemporary reality, deals with
the concept of “silenced spaces”.
During October/November of 2020, we undertook a 20-day residency in the neighbourhood of Sant Andreu (Barcelona),
where we conducted field research in the community - writing notes, capturing photographs, and recording sounds. In
November 2021, we presented the outcomes of the residency through a series of lectures, activation workshops and group
exhibitions in Barcelona. The central outcome was the creation of various ‘audio postcards’. Each of these postcards
contained a QR-code that linked to a specially created sound piece available online. This sound piece linked to the image
on the front of the postcard and told a story inspired by the local community. Over 500 of these postcards were distributed
free to the local community, with over 100 being sent Internationally as part of a ‘postcard exchange’ during the exhibition.

In Co-operation with: Idensitat (Spain),
Dear Hunter (The Netherlands) and Aalborg
University (Denmark).
Funded By: Creative Europe and Stroom
Den Haag (The Netherlands).
Listen to Audio Works:
https://soocities.github.io/project/
news-from-home

Images: (left) Installation view - featuring five ‘audio postcards’ and sound-based video installation (5’00”). (right) Five postcard designs. Each
postcard featured an image on the front which related to an audio work inspired by the local community (found via scanning QR-code on reverse)

Image Above: Participatory workshop in public space - audiences were
asked to record a variety of sounds responding to local landmarks.

Image Above: Five postcards were created as part of the project, each
featuring an object and audio work linked to a local story.

Image Above: Each audio piece was accessed via a QR-code on the
back of each postcard.

Image Above: During the exhibition the audience was invited to send a
postcard to people in over 20 countries, sourced from an online open call.

Tasman (2020)

Textile design, research and installation.
Tasman investigates the Dutch explorer Abel Tasman. This figure is historically and culturally linked to each artist’s country of origin, a result of the
1642 voyage where Tasman accidentally ‘discovered’ the island now called Tasmania, the place where one half of the artist duo grew up.
The exhibition expands the imagination around the journey of Abel Tasman. In doing so, the artists were inspired by the culture of the internet and
‘fake news’, where disinformation and fluidity around truth and authenticity has become the status quo. In a time where the truth has multiple
perspectives, the artists want to give this mass of conflicting information a physical form. The works produced for the exhibition are regarded by
the artists as ‘mind maps’ of contemporary existence that visualize the enormous flow of information and ideas.
Each piece in the exhibition consists of hundreds of individual images that have been digitally brought together and later added to with a
variety of manual techniques. What emerges from this approach, is a mythology that is full of contradictions and new interpretations, where Abel
Tasman remains just as unknowable as ever.

Exhibition view, Concordia, Enschede, The Netherlands
LINK TO VIEW ONLINE VIRTUAL TOUR: https://roundme.com/embed/627060/1990490
LINK TO INTERVIEW WITH ARTISTS ABOUT EXHIBITION: https://vimeo.com/463193361

Exhibition: Concordia Gallery, Enschede, The Netherlands
Support: Stroom Den Haag, Artist Residencies Enschede

Tasman (2020)
Digital sublimation print, satin, velvet, paint, embroidery, metal chain, fibre fill, hot fix stones.
340cm x 160cm.

Tasman (2020) (various details of 340cm x 160cm work)
Digital sublimation print, satin, velvet, paint, embroidery, metal chain, shells, fibre fill, hot fix stones.

V.O.C (2020)
Digital sublimation print, faux silk, satin, paint, wooden pole
180cm x 150cm

The Arrival (2020)
Digital sublimation print, velvet, satin, paint, embroidery, fibre fill, wooden
pole, shells, ceramic tiles, hot fix stones. 160cm x 120cm

Various pieces from Tasman exhibition (2020)
Digital sublimation print, faux silk, satin, velvet, paint, embroidery, rope, metal pole, foam, found objects, wood, cement.
Flag (100cm x 70cm without pole), Sails (300 cm x 120cm), Sculpture (40cm x 60cm)

Talk To Me - De Heygraeff (2021)

Outdoor sound installation, conversations with natural objects.
Talk To Me - De Heygraeff Audiotour is a public art installation that
takes the audience into the world of four ‘other-than-human’
residents at De Heygraeff in The Netherlands. In this audio tour you
can listen to fictional conversations with Marko the Douglas fir, Leela
the mole, Janneke the boom gate and Martijn the street light.
This project was created as part of the 3-month artist residency ‘Recreatie Reinarde’. During this residency we lived and worked in the
unique context of a care facility for adults with severe disabilities.
The ultimate aim of this project is to provide a greater connection
between the ‘inner’ environment of this care facility and the ‘outer’
recreation area just outside the facility fence.
Although close in proximity, these two inner/outer worlds
traditionally have little crossover. We have structured this audio tour
to encourage not just a physical movement of people between
these inner and outer spaces, but also an intellectual movement.
Through the various absurdist, fictional dialogues in the audio
tour, there was an aim to blend humour, philosophy and insight
into the disability context. Indirectly, each of the conversations
touches upon themes and ideas which are sensitive to the diverse
perspectives on disability.

LINK TO LISTEN TO AUDIO:
https://www.re-creatie-reinaerde.nl/activiteiten/audiotour
(Audio in Dutch)
LINK TO VIDEO VERSION (English subtitles)
https://www.luke-conroy.com/talk-to-me-deheygraeff

Funding:
Stimuleringsfonds, The Netherlands

Talk To Me (2021) Various Installation views
Speakers, recycled wood, metal QR codes
De Heygraeff, The Netherlands.

Talk To Me (2021) various installation views and audience participation in audio tour
Recycled wood, metal QR codes, recycled paper maps
De Heygraeff, The Netherlands.

Talk To Me (2021)
Audio tour with disability community residents and carers
Duration: 1 hour

Talk To Me (2021)
Screenshot of interview with the artists: 8’54’’
Link to watch online
In this interview the artists discuss the second edition of the Talk To Me project, completed in
the context of a disability care organisation.

Talk To Me (2021) - Map of information and locations of the audio tour. Printed A3 (folded) and as a postcard
These maps were provided at community locations - tourist centre, library, schools, camping etc - to encourage
public participation and sharing of the audio tour.

Talk To Me (2021)
Various images of the ‘Becoming other-than-human’ workshop at Jan Ligthartschool, The Netherlands (Duration 1 hour).
During this workshop the artists led the students through a variety of exercises to occupy the perspective of a blade of grass.

Talk To Me - Pampus Island (2020)

Outdoor sound installation, conversations with natural objects.
‘Talk To Me’ is a humorous and thoughtful sound installation which aims to explore the possibility for
Human communication with the ‘Other Than Human’. It does so through the creation of various
absurdist, fictional dialogues with objects/entities. 

LINK TO LISTEN TO AUDIO:
https://www.hetklimaatmuseum.nl/ontdek/talk-to-me/
(Dutch and English versions available)

The first edition of this project was opened in August 2020 on Pampus Island in The Netherlands. This
exhibition was hosted by Het Klimaatmuseum, a pop-up museum bringing together artists and diverse
audiences to provide a cultural-artistic answer to the climate crisis.

Exhibition:
Het Klimaatmuseum gaat voor Pampus:
- Fort Island Pampus, The Netherlands, 2020
- Vibe of the Earth, The Netherlands, 2020

For this exhibition we created fictional dialogues with three natural objects on the island - in both
Dutch and English. The interactive sound installation takes the audience on a journey through each
object’s life. The story of each object offers an examination of the human condition, ultimately
touching on the basic things that make us who we are and encourage a greater imagination
towards the earthly objects all around us.

Funding:
Het Klimaatmuseum gaat voor Pampus is supported by:
Mondriaan Fonds, Bank Giro Loterij, Multitide, Pampus Fort
Eiland.

Talk To Me (2020) Installation view, audience listening to an interview with Dario, the grass blade, 13’08
Speakers, recycled wood, metal QR codes, recycled paper (various dimensions).
Fort Island Pampus, The Netherlands.

Talk To Me (2020) various installation views of an interview with Maria, the basalt stone
14’33, Stereo-sound, English and Dutch
Speakers, recycled wood, metal QR codes, recycled paper (various dimensions).
Fort Island Pampus, The Netherlands.

Talk To Me (2020) various installation views of an interview with Vicky, the elderberry tree.
16’22, Stereo-sound, English and Dutch
Speakers, recycled wood, metal QR codes, recycled paper (various dimensions)
Fort Island Pampus, The Netherlands.

Talk To Me (2020)
Documentation of the Panel Discussion on the topic ‘Voices of Nature’ and a multi-sensual,
participatory workshop titled ‘Becoming other-than-human’ (for adults and children).
As part of the program for Het Klimaatmuseum, Fort Island Pampus, The Netherlands.

LINK TO PROJECT PROGRAM
https://www.hetklimaatmuseum.nl/programma-pampus/

Phantasm (2019)

Four channel video installation, stereo-sound, 15’00 loop
Phantasm is a video art installation presenting various surreal scenes that explore the notions of ‘nature’
and ‘the natural’. The project involves various video projections, originally created for an installation in
the main exhibition space of Hošek Contemporary, an old cargo boat floating on the River Spree. Berlin.
In Phantasm the audience is invited to consider the complex relationships that we as humans have with
the concept of ‘nature’. It is a relationship where often nature is perceived as wild and unpredictable,
something to escape from and have mastery over. At the same time however, it is also framed as an
idyllic and nourishing place that we need to ‘get back in touch with’. This confused state acts as the
starting point for the artists in Phantasm.
LINK TO READ FULL EXHIBITION TEXT

Phantasm (2019) Installation view Hošek Contemporary, Berlin, Germany.
Four channel video projection, 15’00 loop, stereo-sound.

LINK TO EXHIBITION DOCUMENTATION
https://vimeo.com/340699722
Exhibition:

Hošek Contemporary, Berlin, Germany, 2019
Netherlands Film Festival, Nicolaïkerk, Utrecht, The Netherlands 2019
Allée Rentré, B93, Enschede, The Netherlands, 2020

Supported by:

Hošek Contemporary, Germany
Devonport City Council Community Grant, Australia

Phantasm (2019) Installation view and various details (floor, walls)
Hošek Contemporary, Berlin, Germany.
Four channel video projection, 15’00 loop, stereo-sound.

News From Home (2018 - ongoing)

Ongoing collaborative community art project, multiple outcomes across 9 locations.
News From Home is an ongoing documentary project that explores the meaningful yet often overlooked or omitted stories
of a community. In this project we embed ourselves in a community for a period of between 4 to 12 weeks. During this
time we explore a diversity of community stories through in-depth research, community collaboration and observation.
In each edition of the project we draw on our multidisciplinary background to ensure the final outcome is always
sensitive and responsive to each project’s unique context. Previous outcomes have included outcomes across sound,
photography, postcard exchanges, a newspaper publication, street art, research texts and digital animation - presented
in both gallery and public contexts.

Supported by:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

European Culture Foundation
Stroom Den Haag, The Netherlands
Arts Tasmania, Australia
Viborg Kunsthal, Denmark
The Ministry of Culture of the
Republic of Karelia, Russia
City of Roeselare, Belgium
Idensitat, Spain
The Pier2 Art Center, Taiwan
OffCity, Czech Republic
Municipality of Plovdiv

Various images from across the first nine locations of the ‘News From Home’ project. Including exhibition, public workshops and publications.

Sample of the various photo-montages created as part of the project (from a total of over 70)
Each image is paired with a research text that details a story from that particular community.

Sample of the thousands of photographs captured during News From Home residency stay in each community.
These photographs are used as the elements in later photo-montage pieces as well as being exhibited individually

Edition: News From Home - Petrozavodsk, Russia [2020]

Exhibition of various photomontage pieces, research texts, photography and postcards,

Various exhibition views, News From Home - Petrozavodsk, Media-center Vykhod, Petrozavodsk, Russia
16 digitally printed photo-montages and accompanying research texts, 44 photographs (various sizes).

LINK TO EXHIBITION CATALOGUE:
https://tinyurl.com/petrozavodsk-exhibition

Edition: News From Home - Petrozavodsk, Russia [2020]

Exhibition of various photomontage pieces, research texts, photography and postcards,
ACCOMPANYING RESEARCH TEXT
Lenin Street
The former leader of the Soviet Union, Vladimir
Lenin, still occupies a prominent place in
Petrozavodsk. This is due to his eleven-metretall statue overlooking the city. This statue
stands close by the central street named in
his honour, running from the railway station
through the middle of the city.
It is worth considering what the former leader
might think of his current presence in the
city. Certainly, he would be comforted by
the frequent visitors to his monument, taking
photos and leaving behind a flower wedged
between the granite stones. He might
however have a different feeling towards the
shops and businesses lining the street with his
name. There is an irony in the street named
after the notorious socialist leader now being
the home for many shops and businesses
revelling in capitalism.
Walking down Lenin Street today, one sees
advertising for new Apple phones, people
eating McDonalds burgers and shoppers
carrying bags branded with the fashion outlet
H&M. Amongst the busy rush of people, it is
worth pausing for a moment to consider how
unlikely this might have seemed not so long
ago.

Lenin Street (2019)
Digital Photo-montage
Fine Art Matte Paper 270 g / m²
60cm x 80cm
Research text (Russian/English)
Exhibition:
Media-center Vykhod, Petrozavodsk, Russia

Edition: News From Home - Petrozavodsk, Russia [2020]

Exhibition of various photomontage pieces, research texts, photography and postcards,

ACCOMPANYING RESEARCH TEXT
Obstacle Course
A key feature of the roads and sidewalks around
Petrozavodsk is the various potholes. A variety of
shapes and sizes, they turn the city into an obstacle
course for both cars and pedestrians. Things get
even trickier when it rains as the potholes fill with
water and the streets unintendedly become a local
version of the Venice canals.
The serious impact of the potholes is that they
cause multiple accidents and vehicle damage
every year. In response, the council is currently
spending over 65 million rubles to repair them. It’s
a lucrative business and as such, some believe
the ‘repair jobs’ are deliberately of low quality, to
ensure future work. Despite this official effort to fix
the problem, sometimes the best solution comes
from the locals themselves. Across the city, potholes
are filled with wood, rocks and carpet to allow safe
passage across them. These creative solutions are
not only functional but also create interesting ‘street
installations’ to view throughout the city.

Obstacle Course (2019)
Digital Photo-montage
Fine Art Matte Paper 270 g / m²
60cm x 80cm
Research text (Russian/English)
Exhibition:
Media-center Vykhod, Petrozavodsk, Russia

Edition: News From Home - Pardubice, Czech Republic [2021]
Exhibition of various animated photomontages and research texts.

Selection of work from News from Home - Pardubice (2020)
Still from animation (15 second loop), no sound
Variable sizes

This project was part of the OffCity ‘virtual residency’ where we explored the city of Pardubice in Czech Republic from
afar, through the virtual space of the internet. In this exploration we collected thousands of images/ideas from virtual
spaces – such as blogs, social media users from Pardubice and Google Earth – and used these as the basis for our art
works. The outcome was series of 4 animated postcards from the city, presented online, a testament to a place we have
only experienced from afar. Each postcard communicated a particular story or observation from the community, sourced
during the residency period, providing an alternative yet meaningful insight in to this location.

Digital Exhibition:
Offcity online residency programme
Pardubice, Czech Republic
View animations here

Edition: News From Home - Reykjavík, Iceland [2020]

Exhibition of various animated photomontages, research texts and found postcards,

No Television (2019)

From the series: News From Home Reykjavík.
Video Projection, digitally animated collage, 5’00, found postcards of Iceland
Exhibition: Ice Fold at SÍM gallery, Reykjavík, Iceland (group show)

LINK TO VIEW ANIMATION:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hlvKj3xY3qc

Accompanying research text to above animation:
Until 1987 there was no TV on a Thursday in Iceland. The government thought people
should be doing something else than watching TV at least once a week. As a result, many
Icelanders born before 1987 joke that they were most likely conceived on a Thursday.
Today, while Icelanders can enjoy TV year-round, the population continues to grow with
an extra 77,000 people expected in the next 50 years.

Edition: News From Home - Berlin, Germany [2020]

Exhibition of various animated photomontage, research texts and postcards.
ACCOMPANYING RESEARCH TEXT
Platzmanagement:
Like many areas of Berlin-Wedding the main square of the neighbourhood,
Leopoldplatz, gets its name from a historical male. In this case it is Leopold I,
an 18th century German prince and military hero. The square is owned by the
Nazareth church which overlooks the site. Here, all the positive elements of
Berlin-Wedding can take place - a local market, a place for friends to meet
and playgrounds for children. Traditionally however, it has also been a place
for many activities that the community would rather not occur, or at least not
there.
Leopoldplatz has a history as the meeting place for alcohol and drug ‘users’.
These people often occupy the front steps of the church, which has led to
community frustration around a perceived lack of safety and comfort for others
also wanting to use this space. These frustrations were contained in a 2012
report into the ‘social space management’ at Leopoldplatz, which suggested
the need to return it to a ‘space for all’. It seems however, that ‘all’ meant
everyone but those loosely categorised as ‘users’.
In 2013 a new Leopoldplatz was unveiled and a new residence set up behind
the church for ‘the users’. It was thought that Leopoldplatz would once again
be serene, the ‘problem’ would be out of sight and the complaints would go
away.
This would not be the case. Moving these people to a new area led to new
complaints, mainly relating to urination at the back of the church. Again, a
solution was made – a new toilet was built in this area. But again, this created
new problems. While urination could now occur away from sight, so too could
many other things. Despite having a sign warning against group usage of the
toilet, a measure to complicate drug use, groups are regularly seen moving in
and out of the spacious area.
So, the question remains - has the problem of Leopoldplatz been solved? It
seems to depend on what one defines as the problem. Is it the location of these
people or their circumstances? For now, it seems like a problem moved, rather
than removed.

Platzmanagement (2019)
Digital Photo-montage
Fine Art Matte Paper 270 g / m²
50cm x 70cm
Exhibition: Institut für Alles Mögliche, Berlin-Wedding, Germany

Edition: News From Home - Newspaper Publication [2020]

Publication of photo-montage works and research texts from the first six locations of project (2020-2021)

Edition: 100 Copies, Pages: 16,
55gsm paper, digital colour print, English

VIEW DIGITAL VERSION OF NEWSPAPER: https://www.luke-conroy.com/newspaper

Image: Community participants in ‘postcard exchange’ in exhibition space of News From Home - Petrozavodsk.
This postcard exchange was part of the News From Home exhibition at Media Center Vykhod in Petrozavodsk,
Russia, 2019. During the exchange 44 postcards were sent to 20 countries around the world, with recipients sourced
via an open call. These postcards featured a design and research text from the project, as well as the handwritten
messages of local participants.
LINK TO VIEW PUBLICATION OF POSTCARD EXCHANGE PROJECT:
https://tinyurl.com/nfhpostcards

Petrozavodsk Postcard (2019)
Edition of 100
14.5cm x 10.5cm
Two sided colour print on matte
card, handwritten notes on reverse.

Solidarity Sky (2020)

Virtual collaborative art work, featuring community submitted photographs.
‘Solidarity Sky’ is a virtual community driven artwork with the aim of bringing people together during the COVID-19
lockdown, through sharing personal images of the sky. People of all ages were invited to become the artists in this project,
contributing their own ‘piece of sky’ that joined a larger ‘virtual sky’ made up of hundreds of images from across the world.
People are able to submit their images through the project’s webpage and social media pages.
This project in inspired by a particular quote from the iconic diary writer, Anne Frank. The quote written by Frank, while in
hiding from persecution at the age of 13, said, “I looked out of the open window...over all the roofs and on to the horizon,
which was such a pale blue that it was hard to see the dividing line. ‘As long as this exists’ I thought, ‘and I may live to see it,
this sunshine, the cloudless skies, while this lasts, I cannot be unhappy’”.
The artists were moved by this quote, written over seventy-five years ago, to inspire an appreciation of the power of the sky
to hold our hopes, dreams and desires. This project aims to encourage people across the world to take a moment to look
up and share visions of something uniting us all – the sky.
To date over 1200 individual photographs from 80 different countries around the world have been submitted to this project.

Solidarity Sky (2020) - Virtual collaborative art work
Over 1200 digital images, submitted from 80 countries.
Exhibited virtually on the website here

LINK TO PROJECT WEBPAGE:
LINK TO INTERVIEW WITH THE
ARTISTS ABOUT PROJECT:
https://vimeo.com/429046543

Supported by:

Stroom Den Haag, The Netherlands
CultuurSchakel, The Netherlands

Images Above:
Left: Solidarity Sky promotional poster, local business, The Hague, The Netherlands.
Middle: Interactive map of submissions to Solidarity Sky project, found on project website.
Right: View of Solidarity Sky project website, featuring community submitted images.

Solidarity Sky (2020)
Virtual collaborative community artwork

Above: Selection of 403 photographs of the sky, from 80 different countries. Part of over
1200 submitted for the project. Exhibited virtually on the website.

Sakura: An Archetypal Journey (2017)
Essay film, single screen, colour, 24’51

LINK TO WATCH FILM
https://vimeo.com/270598775

In the essay film Sakura: An Archetypal Journey the filmmaker unravels the hidden meanings in Japanese culture. This experimental film collects footage
recorded in Japan and presents it in collage-like form. Sakura: An Archetypal Journey ties the various segments together with music and an outsider voiceover narration, which ponders topics such as history, philosophy, technology and reflects on multiple systems and traditions of Japanese society.
Central to the film’s narrative of the journey from birth is its use of Japan’s iconic springtime cherry blossom. In the film it is used as a metaphor for life itself,
something celebrated for its beautiful ephemerality. Sakura: An Archetypal Journey works like a haiku whereby it is shaped and edited in a controlled form.

Images - Left: Sakura: An Archetypal Journey poster. Right: stills from Sakura: An Archetypal Journey (2017)

